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Abstract: For many years peoples were used to send the message using the post office and other media which is not that secure. Passwords are commonly used by people during log in process to access such as computer, ATM, network, etc. Earlier password based authentication strategy are used with assume single server stored all password to authenticate the client during authentication. In earlier system the passwords necessary which is stored in a single server while authenticate client. The attacker can easily hack on single server, contain all data regarding password are easily available to attacker. In proposed system, where a client and a server, who share a password to authenticate each other and meanwhile establish a cryptographic key by share of messages. Propose system two server authentications, where a password is split into two parts, which are securely share on to the two servers during authentication using the PAKE protocol. The Protocol runs in parallel and is more efficient than existing.
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I. INTRODUCTION

For that uses the password. Passwords are commonly used by people during log in process to access such as computer, ATM, network, etc. Earlier password based authentication strategy are used with assume single server stored all password to authenticate the client during authentication. The project aims at making an efficient password Authentication protocol. An efficient password based authentication allowed to establish secure cryptography key for secure communication after authentication. A Diffie-Hellman key exchange which is use to establish shared key over unprotected communication channel and ElGamal encryption scheme will be implement for key generation, encryption and decryption. The password based authentication will be developed with help of PKI and Password-only modes.

Motivation

To make an efficient password based authentication protocol. The password authentication is introduced with Diffie-Hellman and ElGamal algorithm and to make the secure communication, in PKI model the client can send the password to the server by public key encryption and password only model is used as secret key for key exchange purpose. Which is beneficial when the one server is hack by the attacker, the attacker still cannot be retrieving the information from that server.

II. LITERATURE SURVEY

The content of the paper focuses on the research and contributions of various sources. These include:

[1] The paper describes the basic uses of the password and the basic secret sharing scheme. The secure communication after authentication and secret sharing are discussed in detail. The existing secret system faces a drawback of retrieve of secret, even the without a valid share. The paper proposed the concept of the sense that two peer servers equally contribute to the authentication. In this way valid secret sharing possible.

[2] The paper describes the role of public key infrastructure technique in detail. The paper describes the key of registered users. The various cryptography encryption algorithms are also described in paper. The concept of secret sharing communication and uses of public key infrastructure technique is also discussed in detail.

[3] The paper describes the authentication protocol. The paper describes the security based authentication protocol that is associated with and without key exchange. In the paper two-party authentication protocols providing authenticated key exchange, which focuses on those using asymmetric techniques. A simple, efficient protocol referred to as the station-to-station protocol is introduced.

Table1: Literature Survey

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Authors</th>
<th>Description</th>
<th>Limitations</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Ruq Yu, San Ling, and HuaLing Wang</td>
<td>The paper describes the basic uses of the password and the basic secret sharing scheme. The secure communication after authentication and secret sharing are discussed in detail. The paper proposed the concept of the sense that two peer servers equally contribute to the authentication.</td>
<td>The paper describes only password only authentication model for secure communication. Paper represent a symmetric solution for two server authentication protocol.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Jae Young Ko, Bum Han Kim, and Dong Hoon Lee</td>
<td>The paper describes the role of public key infrastructure technique in detail. The paper describes the key of registered users. The various cryptography encryption algorithms are also described in paper. The concept of secret sharing communication and uses of public key infrastructure technique is also discussed in detail.</td>
<td>The paper claims only public key infrastructure. This paper represent certificate authority for validate the certificate.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Whitfield Diffie, Paul C. van Oorschot and Michael J. Wiener</td>
<td>In the paper two-party authentication protocol providing authenticated key exchange, which focuses on those using asymmetric techniques. The station-to-station protocol referred to as the station-to-station protocol is introduced.</td>
<td>The paper proposes only symmetric authentication protocol.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
III. PROPOSED SYSTEM

The proposed system is a solution in authentication using password-based allowed a client and servers meanwhile to authenticate with a password and establish a secure cryptographic key for secure communications after authentication. In proposed solutions for password based authentication models.

Problem Definition
Secure social network is a necessity in today’s life. Among various mechanism is use to secure a transmission on the network. Secure a password, the concept of two way security mechanism is use in which password is divided on two server. The elgamal encryption Algorithm is used to store a password on two server. With the presence of one server, the user is not able to login the system. Because of this only authenticated user login the system.

- Diffie-Hellman Algorithm
  This algorithm use for sharing a password over an unprotected communication network.

- Elgamal Algorithm
  Elgamal algorithm use for key generation, encryption, decryption. Encryption algorithm will encrypt password and divide password on two server to provide more security to user

IV. IMPLEMENTATION

Implementation involves the environment in which system is implemented and overall system development. Overall system development requires suitable environment and proper resources for successful completion. Proposed system is developing for secure communication between client and server. At the server the password is divided into two servers that is server1 and server2. At a time of authentication is takes place password is extracted from both the server and authenticate.

Flow of system development
Flow of system development consists of sequence of implementation by which the system or software is implemented.

Step 1: Users Register to System by giving user name and a password.
Step 2: User Information will then be split into two parts on two different servers server1 and server2.
Step 3: ElGamal Encryption process has been applied to store the password into two servers.
Step 4: The information has then be stored into the two servers with password split into two parts.
Step 5: The user logs in with the original credential.
Step 6: The user password will again split into two parts.
Step 7: ElGamal process is applied to decrypt the passwords from two servers.
Step 8: If password from two servers matches then report successful login.
Step 9: If password from two servers doesn't match then report error.

V. RESULTS

- Results and Analysis for Server
  At the server side, the password in the form of number, string, special characters, or a combination of these is converted into encrypted form.

Table2: Result for Server

- Registration:
  At the time of registration, the password and other information entered, where a password is split into two parts, which are securely distributed on to the two servers, during registration. Although we refer to the concept of public key system, the encryption key of one server of values should be unknown to second server and the client needs to remember a password after registration.

- Login:
  When the user login for an system, enters the asked details in the form including the username and the password. The entered password has to be in character in length. The constraints for the username include that each user must have a unique email id. So a username once registered cannot be used again by another user. Once the details are submitted, the password is sent to the next module (next module) to start the encryption process.

- Split Password and encryption
  When login has successfully done. Then the password was split into two servers that are server1 and server2 (for example, 'abcd' store in server1 and '1234' is stored in server2). The authentication algorithm i.e. Eglamal algorithm is apply this store in the servers.
The password is then split into two servers which is in the form of encrypted password. While the authentication is takes place it check the password which is situated on two servers. If the password is valid then authentication takes place and login successfully otherwise not. Table2 shows the results of the servers of the proposed system.

- Result and Analysis for client
  At the Client side, the encrypted string is received from the server. First client done registration after registration password is store on two servers. At a time of login client needs correct password, extract password from servers which receive at a time of registration. Client also have facility of change password. At client side Table3 shows registration, login process shows in Table4, Table5 shows change password and result for exit is shown in Table6.

### VI. CONCLUSION

In the paper presented a symmetric protocol for two-server password-only authentication and key exchange. The protocol is securing both against passive and active attacks in case that one of the two servers is compromised. Regarding Performance protocol is more efficient and secure than existing symmetric and asymmetric protocol two-server password Authentication Shared Key protocol.
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